Under the Microscope

The use of rapid diagnostic kits
for the rapid presumptive identification
of bioterrorist agents
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In 2005, the Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing
provided agent-specific RAMP kits to all the PHLN laboratories
in Australia, following considerable research into their efficacy.
By providing the kits to laboratories, the PHLN sent out a clear
message that the use of such kits should be supported by
laboratory resources to enable accurate confirmation of any
positives. Testing of the anthrax RAMP kits to date has proved
their worth for the investigation of white powders (they seem
to be quite specific for Bacillus anthracis spores). The kits
have also received AOAC approval, demonstrating their efficacy
in multi-laboratory trials. However, these kits do not work on
vegetative cells and therefore are not suitable for clinical use.
In addition, they are unable to differentiate between virulent
and avirulent anthrax spores, further emphasising the need for

Trace product
contamination with
accurate genetics
based typing, beyond
species level, using
the RiboPrinter system
technology now
available from
ams Laboratories.
(R)

laboratory backup to test for specific virulence genes.
The Ricin RAMP kits detect ricin in a crude castor bean extract
(independently verified by PCR on the extract), thereby providing
screening technology to each jurisdictional laboratory for this
toxin for the first time. However, their efficacy for the rapid
identification of botulinum toxin appears to be quite unsatisfactory,
based on testing to date. The botulinum kits were tested against
ATCC strains of culture filtrates of Clostridium botulinum types
A, B, C, D, E and F. Type A extract was the only extract that
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produced a positive reaction with the RAMP kit. Further testing
on an isolate from a clinical case of infant botulism (confirmed as
type A by mouse bioassay) failed to elicit a positive response in
the RAMP kit.
Whilst rapid diagnostic kits are marketed for the rapid presumptive
identification of bioterrorist agents from environmental samples,
to date only the RAMP kits have been shown to provide reliable
presumptive results for anthrax spores and ricin. It is important

ams Laboratories are offering food and pharmaceutical
manufacturers an advanced bacterial identification and
characterisation service using RiboPrinter(R) system
technology. This leading edge system offers tangible
improvements in quality control that ultimately deliver
greater consumer confidence to brand users.

that, when used in the field, a positive RAMP result is regarded as
a presumptive positive, and that this is independently verified in
a laboratory that has appropriate levels of quality assurance and
controls to confirm any positive results, before a final report is
issued.
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MICRO-FACT
If the world’s people were reduced to the size of microbes, we could live
together in cup.
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BENEFITS
• Distinguish different isolates of the same species and
thereby trace the origins of product contamination.
• Customized database libraries created by ams
Laboratories enable re-occurring contaminants to be
pinpointed below species level.
• Your database grows with your sampling regimen.
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